FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

EVH® RELEASES THE WOLFGANG USA TOUR RELIC REPLICA
SCOTTSDALE, Ariz. (January 21, 2016) – For the legion of fans who attended the 2015 Van Halen Tour, it’s
unlikely they failed to notice the striking, aged-looking Ivory Wolfgang USA guitar that Eddie Van Halen played
onstage.

In exciting news, EVH Gear has announced that it will make available an exact replica of this very instrument
for consumers with the release of a limited 20-piece run of custom-built EVH Wolfgang USA Tour Relic Replica
guitars.
Van Halen originally planned on using the same Wolfgang USA in Stealth Black that he played during the
band’s 2012 tour, but he also asked Master Builder Chip Ellis to build him this guitar with a detailed relic
treatment so that the original coat of black paint showed through the Ivory top coat.
“Chip built that for me and did a wonderful job,” Van Halen said in a recent interview. “I compared it to my
trusty old Stealth, and the white guitar sounded better, so it immediately became my main guitar for
rehearsals and the tour.”
Famous for tinkering with his guitars, Van Halen decided to sand down the back of the neck since he felt it was
a little thicker than what he typically prefers from his neck profiles.
“It’s still a little fatter than the Stealth’s neck, but I’m happy with it, so it stuck,” he said.
The custom-built instrument also features an ebony fingerboard, block fretboard inlays, custom kill switch,
EVH Custom High Friction (Tone) Pot and an EVH “HPU” or High Performance Upgrade, custom-made Low
Friction (Volume) Pot.
“It’s the only volume pot I’ve found where I can play ‘Cathedral’ without any crackle or pop,” he said.
All of these features will be found on the EVH Wolfgang USA Tour Relic Replica, which also comes with a
Custom Anvil white case (with black interior) featuring the Van Halen logo, Certificate of Authenticity
autographed by Eddie Van Halen, EVH instrument cable, EVH strings .009-.042 and an EVH leather strap with
dog leash clasps.
# # #
About EVH® Two of the most important and recognizable names in rock ‘n’ roll joined forces in 2005 to
develop and launch the EVH brand of guitars, amplifiers and musical products. Guitar icon Eddie Van
Halen combines more than 35 years of unparalleled instinct and innovation in instrument and amp
design with the expertise of the craftsmen and engineers at Fender® to create some of the highest

quality, best sounding and most durable musical instrument products available today.
EVH brand products are the embodiment of Eddie Van Halen’s legendary sound crafting abilities created
in partnership with Fender, one of the world’s leading musical instrument manufacturers, marketers and
distributors. Notable products include EVH 5150III™ amplifiers and cabinets, Frankenstein™ replica guitar,
Striped Series and Wolfgang® guitars in addition to high-quality EVH brand guitar accessories. For more
information, visit www.evhgear.com.

